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Swartwood cleared by Honor Court
By Tom Koontz
Honor Court rejected a petition for the
recall of Senator Melisse Swartwood
after a six-hour session last Thursday.
This action stops the impeachment
process before the next step, which
would have been circulation of a recall
petition that would have to be signed by
10% of the student body in order to bring
about an actual recall vote.
"The way they process for the
proceedings wasn't made clear," said
Senator Bryan Kean, who, along with
Senator Alan Nelick, prosecuted for the
case. "Things in the ASUPS
Constitution aren't spelled out... it just
says that a recall will be subject to
Honor Court proceedings (without
describing those proceedings)."
"I don't think the process was entirely
proper, or even constitutional. I know
the court had its reasons, but I feel that
they should have developed some better
guidelines before proceeding," said
Swartwood.
"1 object to the way that the hearing
was carried out, but I realize that
everyone was unfamiliar with irpeachment procedure," she said.
Swartwood received a letter from
Kathy Witt that charges were being
brought against her and that she should
appear in court to respond to them. She
received this letter Tuesday, and the
hearing was on Thursday.
"I didn't receive the actual petition for
recall until I entered the hearing
(Thursday), so I didn't know the specific
charges until that time."
Witt is responsible for notifying

students who will come be fore th e court
for Honor Code viola ti ons, but th ere was
some confusion about who was
responsible for doing th is for th e rec al l
hearing.
Following Thursday's decision the
Honor Court released th e following
statement:
"Acting within its capacity as the
judicial branch of th e Assoc iated Student
Body, the Student Honor Court
consider ed a pe ti ti on for recall as outlin ed
in Article VII, Section 6, of the ASUPS
Constitution The petition for recall
submitted to the Co ur t for considera tion
on April 2,1987 was not found to
pro vide sufficient grounds for r ecal l.
"The petiti on ag ai nst Senator Melisse
Swartwood was to read as follows:

"We seek the recall of Senator Melisse
Swartwood on the following grounds:
"Failure to fulfill her responsibilities as a liaison to the Sigma Chi
Fraternity; i.e. maintaining verbal
contact at least twice monthly. Refer to
Article II, Section 2, Point B, Subpoint 1.
"Gross negligence concerning
Spring, 1987 elections. Her actions
could have resulted in possible
nullification of the entire election.
"The Court found that this particular
petition did not provide sufficient
grounds to recall Ms. Swartwood as a
Senator on both points. Following is the
rationale for the Court's decisions in
regards to each point in the petition.
"Point 1, charging Ms. Swartwood

with failure to fulfill her senatorial duties
to Sigma Chi Fraternity, was Iound
lacking in solid proof. To fulfill this
duty, Melisse was required to have been
present at the Sigma Chi's four times in
the eight school weeks since the
semester began or to make other
arrangements. Evidence indicated that she
was present three of the four required
times. It was unclear whether or not she
made other arrangements during her
absence on the fourth occasion.
"From evidence submitted to the
Court it was determined that Melisse
fulfilled her duties during fall semester to
the Sigma Chis. Indicators were that
dissatisfaction with Melisse stemmed not
from her lack of physical presence at the
fraternity as much as her representation
on issues at Senate meetings.
"No section of the Constitution or
By-laws was found that related to point
2, which charged Melisse with gross
negligence during elections. The facts
provided on this issue dealt with
Melisse's alleged abandonment of a
ballot box with related materials in the
Trail office.
"Since no formal vote was ever taken
by Senate regarding a Senator's role in
the elections process, the agreement
made by Senators to be responsible for
the elections process was found to be
only a friendly agreement. The Court
finds it hard to accept recall as a penalty
when there is absolutely no place in the
By-laws or Constitution that formally
states it is a Senator's duty to account for

see HONOR COURT page 2

Media gets gooa nea' s ior coming year
-

By Melisse Swartwood
Last Friday the selections for the new
Media Heads were announced. To fill the
four positions next year are: Dave
Harlan, Trail Editor; Catherine Trapp,
KUPS General Manager; Helen Dolmas,
Tamanawas Editor; and Yvonne
Anderson, Cross Currents Editor.
These decisions were reached by the
Media Board after a thorough selection
process. The Media Board is composed

of seven voting members including two
students-at-large, an ASUPS senator, the
ASUPS Vice President, a faculty
representative, a Dean of Students
representative, and the Media Advisor.
The four media heads sit as cx-officio
members.
After applications were accepted and
reviewed by the Board, the applicants
were interviewed individually by Board
members. An open forum was also held

so that anyone interested could ask the creating another award-winning yearbook
applicants questions and then submit and covering the Centennial of this fine
their own recommendations to aid the institution."
Board in its decision.
Next year's Trail Editor, Dave Harlan
said,
"This is something I've been
Finally the Media Board met,
hoping
since the beginning of the year.
considered the information gathered
I
feel
lucky
and honored that the Media
concerning the capabilities of the
applicants, and voted on the new media Board chose to hire me for this
position."
heads.
"1 can't believe I'm actually going to
"I'm really excited about it," said
try
to do it," he added.
Helen Dolmas. "I'm looking forward to
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or inscription scratched on a wall or other surface, usually so as to
be seen by the public. [Ital, dim. of graffito, a scratching <graffiare,
to scratch.]
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Honor Court continued from front page
the ballot box. This action was negligent Senators accountable for violation of the
of Mehisse, but at the time she was bill.
"In conclusion, the Student Honor
acting in a capacity as a student, not a
Court felt the particular petition
Senator.
"The Court does not mean to imply presented on April 2 provided insufficient
that duties not mentioned in the By-laws grounds for recall. Melisse Sw'nwood
or Constitution may not be assigned to a was not reasonably proven to be
Senator. However, a formal bill should accountable for the two allegations
be presented to Senate which explicitly made."
states the Senator's election duties. If a
Kean refuted the Honor Court's
formal vote is taken, this Court is
see HONOR COURT page 4
committed to honoring and to holding
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Princeton Physicist to discuss Star Wars, arms control
Freeman Dyson, physicist, author, and arms control consultant, will present the
UPS John Magee Lecture on Science and Values on Tuesday, April 14, at 8 pm in
Kilworth Chapel. During his address, "Arms Control and Defense," Dyson will
contend that "At present the public discussion of arms control is dominated by the
noise and nonsense associated with President Reagan's Star Wars initiative." The
lecture is free and open to the public.

UPS to host wheelchair basketball
This Saturday, April 11, at 7:30 pm, the UPS Fieldhouse will be the sight of an
"All-star" wheelchair basketball game, featuring the Northwest Knightriders vs.
the UPS/PLU Collegiate All-stars. Admission is free, but donations will be
accepted. The proceeds will benefit the Northwest Knightriders and the Tacoma
Area Coalition for Individuals with Disabilities (TACID). The event is being
sponsored by TACID, the Tacoma News Tribune, and the UPS Student Physical
Therapy Association (SPTA). For more information contact Bill Finley at x4261.

Presidents' Walk to kick off WalkAmerica
The March of Dimes announces the first annual Presidents' Walk in downtown
Tacoma, a kick-off event to publicize WalkAmerica, which will take place April
25th in ten locations across Western Washington. Tacoma Quota Club President
Eileen Hedlund will lead the march of "distinguished business and civic leaders"
who will be leaving from Temple Theatre at 5:30 pm, on April 16th. The public
is invited to join in the walk or just watch the program.

NOW President to speak at UPS
ational Organization of Women President Eleanor Smeal will speak tomorrow in
e Union Board Room. The 7:30 address is sponsored by Tacoma Women's Choir
id Silent Auction, and admission will be $5 general admission, $2 for students.
r more information contact Virginia Boyer at x3295 or 759-6364.

Gala event to help drug rehabilitation
You can dance the night away and help establish a scholarship fund for drug
rehabilitation. Comedians, an illusionist, and a band will perform from 7 to 9 pm
on April 18 at Tacoma's Bicentennial Pavillion. Tickets are abailable at the
Information Center: students $3, general $5.

Are you star material?
:ollege Comedy Competition is an all-new broadcast television series that will
air wecknights nationally. Selected college students will be flown to Los Angeles
to compete against other students in front of a live studio audience. The three
categories include sketch (three people in original comedy skits of three minutes
or less), star impersonation (one to three people impersonating famous stars in
original fictional situations or movie parodies), and novelty act (one to three
people in bizarre costumes, weird props and off-the-wall music are all encouraged).
if you would like to give stardom a shot, call (direct or collect) Michael Branton at
(213) 469-7166.

South African reverend to speak on apartheid
The Reverend Cohn Jones, Canon and Dean of the Cathedral, Capetown, South
Africa, will deliver a lecture on the reality of apartheid at 8 pm on Wednesday,
April 15 in the Union Rotunda. In addition to serving as advisor to Archbishop
Desmond Tutu, Mr. Jones is chairperson of the Black Solidarity Movement in the
Anglican Church. The lecture, sponsored by ASUPS Lectures and the University
Chaplain's Office, is offered free to the nuhlie

The Seattle Post-IntelliRencer has reported that Soviet submarines, with the aid
of information from the Walker family spy ring, have been able to penetrate the
Strait of Juan de Fuca at least as far as Whidbey Island. This point is near the
North end of Puget Sound, beyond Whidbey Island Naval Air Station. The Soviets
are said to be tracking the Trident missile submarines based at SubBase Bangor.
Jurors took less than three hours to convict Darren Creekmore of second-degree
murder in the death of his three-year-old son Eli. The prosecutor has said he will
seek an exceptionally long sentence in this case. Creekrnore was charged with
causing his son's death by kicking him in the abdomen when he would not stop
crying. The blow ruptured the child's intestine, and he died soon after.
President Reagan has banned the Soviet Union from using its new embassy in
Washington until U.S. diplomats can move into a spy-proof facility in Moscow.
Reagan did make it clear, however, that this would not interfere with other aspects
of U.S.-Soviet relations, including the up-coming visit to the Soviet Union by
Secretary of State Schultz.
The Stock Market has been very rocky recently, including the fifth largest drop
in history Tuesday, 44.60 points. The drop came one day after the market broke
2400 for the first time ever. The losses in the market are blamed on profit-taking
and a response to weakness in the dollar and the Treasury bond market.
Green Beret Gregory A. Fiondius, the first U.S. military advisor killed in
combat in El Salvador, was buried with full military honors Tuesday in rural
Southwestern Pennsylvania. "He died fighting, fighting for our country, for
himself, for the soldiers he was training with and for El Salvador," Staff Sgt.
Michael Yorgensen of the 7th Special Forces Group in Panama said in his eulogy.

Students "pacified" with
new budget guidelines
By Caithin Moughon
Budget guidelines were debated at
Senate Tuesday, as the senators could not
decide whether or not their approval was
necessary.
Argument spiced up events when Vice
President Ken Miller brought up "the
very broad guidelines and processes that
we (budget committee) came up with."
Senators had few problems regarding
the contents of the guidelines but
questioned the need to approve them.
"We don't need to pass this because
they can just use this as a reference," said
Senator Mike Haines.
Senator Lynn Hendricks pointed out
that said guidelines were a heavily
emphasized issue during elections.
"I don't understand why, if it was such
a big deal in elections, why we can't
approve something," she said.
"The students need to be pacified
somehow," Hendricks continued.
Senator Bryan Kean was interested in
the approval process, asking if each
club's request would be available "when
they come groveling for it."
Miller ensured him that it would.
Finally Senator Lawrence Neville

called for a question and the guidelines
were approved unanimously.
In executive reports, Gillian Gawne
suggested an ASUPS-sponsored pizza
feed for groups that did volunteer work in
honor of Volunteer Week.
Kean dissented, saying that "volunteer
week by its nature has to come from
within."
New business began with the l
unanimous approval of Amy Hanson as
ASUPS Bookkeeper.
Miller said that "we think that because
Amy had experience in organizations
outside of ASUPS," as well as class
background, she was the best candidate
for the job.
Committee reports wrapped up the
meeting with a special address by Greg
Anderson of Food and Safety.
Anderson outlined next year's point
plan, saying that "I don't think this plan
is right."
"We're trying to work together and
work out a new proposal," he added.
Other comments were made until
Chairman Mike Korch reminded the
group that they were Senate, rather than
Food and Safety, and the meeting was
adjourned.
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Resolute Model UN passes test
By Amy Stephenson

With only twelve delegates among
over 1,000 students from across the
country, the UPS chapter of Model
United Nations was the most successful
school at this weekend's national
convention in San Diego.
In three days of debate and discussion,
the UPS delegation got seven resolutions
passed by various Model U. N.
committees, more than any other school
present. Most of them were then passed
by the General Assembly.
"We emulate the United Nations," said
Adam Waalkes, president of the UPS
club, which represented Lebanon, Costa
Rica, and Papua New Guinea. "There are
different committees and they pass
resolutions that try to solve world
problems."
"Twelve delegates is pretty low. Lots
of schools were up to 40. It's kind of
amazing that we were the most
successful university down there," he
said.
The delegates left Thursday morning,
missing two days of class, and returned
Monday morning. Committee members

averaged 24 hours in session, with the
General Assembly spending an extra four
hours Sunday morning to review
resolutions passed by the other
committees.
According to Waalkes, this is the
second year in a row that UPS has been
the most successful school in attendance.
This continued success has brought
attention. UPS and the University of
Washington got a bid to cohost the 1989
national conference in Seattle. UPS
delegates will help chair the meetings
and basically run and organize the
conference.
"This will bring a lot of publicity to
Seattle, a lot of schools up there. It
shows we've been seen and heard by
people down there [at the San Diego
conference]," said Waalkes.
The 1988 conference will be in
Regina, Canada.
Most outstanding on the UPS crew
was Jeff Dwornicki of the First
Committee, who got three resolutions
passed himself. That committee
discussed the arms race, warfare in space,
and military budgets. Dwornicki's
resolutions were a call for the prevention
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"considering its repercussions on
international businesses."
Chris Kenney got a resolution past the
General Assembly condemning South
Africa for its racist policies and calling
for an immediate end to the system of
apartheid.
Also in the General Assembly, Brian
Morelan sponsored a resolution on a
regional conference among Israel, Jordan,
Syria, and Egypt to establish a homeland
for the Palestinians.
Professor Tim Amen, who sponsors
the group this year while David Balaam
is on sabbatical, had nothing but praise
for the delegates.
"I've been the advisor at Bellevue, the
oldest chapter in the Puget Sound region,
and I was a graduate student at the UW
while its chapter was beginning," he
said. "The group here, based on my
experience, is clearly the most
responsible of the groups I've had
experience with on an 85°afternoon on
a peninsula jutting out into lovely
Mission Bay, these people were hard at
work."

of an arms race in outer space, a request
for a cutback of the world's military
budgets, and the prevention of
development and deployment of new
weapons of mass destruction.
On the Special Political Committee,
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Andy Thibault got through a resolution
calling for a regional conference of
Central American states to deal with
foreign intervention.
Steve Schwartz sponsored a
controversial 'measure in the Economic
Social Committee calling for a
conference to establish a worldwide
minimum wage. "It's pretty amazing
they passed it," said Waalkes,
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TO WANT
At last. That original Cola taste and zest
that was loved by millions is back All
in an outrageous new Cola that gives
you what 'he others won't. All the
sugar and twice the caffeine of
leading colas.
Delightful. Delicious. And daring.
Definitely for those who dare to
want it all
So give yourself a Jolt Discover
the refreshing taste that's taking
off everywhere Jolt Cola. The
uncompromising Cola for those who
dare to want more in life.
Available in individual 12 ounce cans
and eacit leg 6 Jolt, power priced packs.
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Washburn winsYaward
By Barbara Hezlep
Carrie Washburn, Director of the UPS
Summer Session, has been named this
year's YWCA "Woman of the Year."
The award recognizes outstinding
contribution to the community.
Washburn said the award was given to
her "for helping women take charge of
their own lives," and her activities
indicate this is so.
Washburn has developed and taught
assertiveness training classes for groups
such as YWCA, the Purdy Treatment
Center, the Washington Department of
Social and Health Services, the
Metrolipolitan Development Council,
and various classroom teachers.
She has also developed a workshop on
legislation affecting women and helped
create a shelter for battered women.
"I'm surprised and honored
The
...

YWCA award is important to me
because it was the first work I became
involved with since I came to Tacoma,"
Washburn said.
"Carrie Washburn's contributions to
the Tacoma community are outstanding
in several ways: she has served Tacoma
for a long period of time in a variety of
settings; she has devoted prodigious,
unending time and energy to women's
issues; she understands the theoretical
framework that ties feminist theory
together with helping women today; and
she has a natural ability as a motivator
and role model," said University
Relations Development Researcher
Virginia Boyer.
Washburn is currently involved in the
Tacoma Women's Choir and the
Women's International League for Peace
and Freedom, a women's peace grnitp.

A lesson learned
Damage'handled maturely'
By Helen Dolmas
The rumors flew. Echoes of the fall
Beta/Gamma Phi "scandal" were heard.
But the damage done by the Alpha Phis
and their dates at the March 28 spring
dance was paid for quickly. The dance,
held at the Best Western Executive Inn in
Fife, yielded little damage.
According to Avalyn Peet, President
of Alpha Phi, a few tables were damaged
from people dancing on them, and one
room was damaged.
But, says Peet, "The members took
full responsibility, and paid the hotel
right away."
Lee Cameron, a manager at the
Executive Inn, agreed: "The problem got
resolved. We asked them that if they

would resolve the problem immediately
we would decline to comment further on
the incident."
"They lived up to their end of the
bargain," he continued, "Now we need to
live up to ours." Cameron then refused
to comment more on the situation.
Gillian Gawne, ASUPS president, and
a member of Alpha Phi sorority,
discussed the incident.
"I think it was irresponsible behavior,
and I hope that it , doesn't exemplify the
actual attitudes and actions of the greek
system."
Peet concluded, "I'm really happy it
was handled the way it was. It was
handled maturely and considered a lesson
learned."

11 bjt 31MMTH IF
3/31/87

11:53pm

A female student was struck by an egg thrown
from a vehicle at N.lOth and Alder.

4/1/87

12:03pm

Numerous obscene phone calls were reported
made to University and Schiff Halls.

4/2/87

4:15pm

Security Services staff escorted two suspicious
non-students off campus. The suspects were "casing"
the library.

4/3/87

6:37pm

Security Services staff discovered that the
painting of Christ in the Gail Day Chapel was
vandalized. Suspects slashed the painting with a
knife. Anyone with information regarding this crime
is encouraged to contact the University Chaplain.

4/6/87

5pm

An expensive leather jacket was stolen from an
unlocked room in a Residence Hall.

Lock your room door! Never leave your room unlocked and unattended!
Report lost or stolen wallets, purses, etc., to Security Services right away.
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Film Developing •
Holiday Special
Expires 5/28/87

Free 2nd set of prints to share when you
have your color print film developed and
printed in our standard prints or big 4"
hi-gloss Pro Prints
6th and Proctor James Center
564-1000
752-3536
Thunderbird Ct. 104 and Canyon
922-1841
582-6525
Ask About Our Student Dicoun.t
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Honor Court
argument on Point I (gross negligence
during spring elections): Article 7,
Section 1 of the ASUPS By-Laws states
that "A student at large shall be defined
as not to include any elected member of
AS UPS."
Melisse was not acting as a student at
large, she was acting as a senator," Kean
said.
"It's stated in the By-Laws that a
senator is responsible for any activities
an executive officer assigns to them, and
Mimi (Dega, the then-ASUPS viced
president) assigned her to the polling
booth," said Nelick.
Though he spearheaded the recall drive,
Nelick said he will still be able to work
with Swartwood as a senator.
"Things are on the professional level;
it doesn't seem to be a problem. We still
communicate as well as we did before,"
he said.
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THE HONORS SERIES WILL SHOW THE EXCELLENT FILM
EMERALD FOREST: April 2; 7pm; McIntyre 006; free.

Glance at the arts

The Emerald Forest stars Powers Booth as an American man working in Brazil.
Shortly after arrival in South America, his son is abducted by a tribe of natives;
the man then goes in search of his son and discovers the remarkably different way
of life in which his son has been living. The movie's strong point is the way it
shows the tensions between the natives and the white man, who by cutting doTn
the rain forests and developing urban areas is exterminating the native way of life.

In the area
EXHIBIT OPENS AT TACOMA ART
THE ART QUILT
MUSEUM: March 6 through April 26; Tacoma Art Museum; 10am-4pm
Monday through Saturday, and noon-5pm; free.

CAMPUS FILMS THE PRESENTS CRITICALLY-ACCLAIMED
FILM LOST IN AMERICA: April 10-12; Friday and Saturday 6pm, 8:30pm,
and 11pm, and Sunday at 6pm and 8:30pm; McIntyre 006; $1 with ID. An
insurance executive and his wife decide to take an "Easy Rider"-style vacation
through the U.S. and run into unexpected, extremely funny problems.

TACOMA CONCERT BAND TO PLAY: April 10; Pantages Centre;
8pm; contact 756-3279 or Ticketmaster for tickets.

On campus

UPS TO DELIGHT IN FOOLISH PLEASURES: April 10; No.
Lawrence St./Great Hall:
8:15pm--Parade of the Stars from Seward Parking Lot to Great Hall.
8:45pm--Comedian in Great Hall.
9:00pm--Films begin.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE WEEK TO ENRICH THE CAMPUS: April
13-17. For events planned, see story on page 6.

SEATTLE TAIKO WILL PLAY SHOWCASE: April 14; 7:15pm; The
Rotunda; free.
The thundering sound of the taiko (Japanese drum) is sure to excite all. The event
is co-sponsored by the Department of Foreign Languages and Literature
UPS JAZZ BAND TO PERFORM: April 15; 8pm; Kilworth Chapel;
free.

FOREIGN AUTO CLINIC
"LOCATED DOWNTOWN 15 YEARS"
60 YEARS AUTO MECHANIC EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE
• VOLVO• MERCEDES
BMW • AUDI' PORSCHE' VW
HONDA . TOYOTA' DATSUN 'SAAB

____

____

,

WE SPECIALIZE IN RABBIT REPAIR

tM

VALVE ADJUSTMENT
FUEL INJECTION
TUNE-UPS
SUSPENSION
ELECTRICAL
BRAKES
CLUTCH /11RANSMISS ION OVEPHAULS
SHOCKS
FREE PICK-UP & DELIVERY TO DOWNTOWN
OR NORTH TACOMA. TOWING AVAILABLE

272mOO
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If no answer

627-7432
424 St. Helens

8-5 MON-FRI

(the first block north of 6th Ave.)
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a n AT Fu@ ©©©©
535 Dock St. #105 phone 272-6225 M-F 9-3, Sat. 10-4, Sun. 12-4
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Free Mocha Espresso
With purchase of
Deli Sandwich

RE ON
YOUR OWN!
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Now its a whole new ball
game when it comes to

022 North 26th St.
(OffProctor)

?59-0943
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CUTS, CLI WSCURLS COLORS

paying for college. Maybe
you thought Mom and Dad
would pay for laundry,
football games, telephone
calls parking tickets, library
fines and late night snacks
along with dorm and
tuition Guess again. When

FOR
THE NEW
PHASE
IN YOUR
STYLE I

STYLIST
Entire Scti oeI
For
Veor
0
100
HAIRCUTS $

I

you run a little short,

call ONB.
Applying for guaranteed
student loans is easy.
So dont call Mom when
you need financial help .
Call ONB at 1-80572-5980
ext 5407
Count on us for loans.

01V B

Old National Bank
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Sweet Honey to rock Puget Sound
By Sally Eames
UPS will soon be host to a unique
musical experience.
Sweet Honey in the Rock, a
five-member, all-female, all-black a
cappella group is performing in the
Fieldhouse at 8pm Sunday, April 12.
Sweet Honey's performances are a
mixture of many different styles
including jazz, blues, folk, rap, reggae,
soul, and experimental and tribal African
music. The pieces include both songs
and non-verbal melodies; the only
accompaniment is made up of handclaps,
an occasional gourd or tambourine, and
the voices of audience members.
Sweet Honey's music also ranges
across a variety of topics. The group's
songs include anti-nuclear, anti-racist,
and feminist themes as well as love and
the beauty of life.
"We experience a concert as being a
conversation with the audience. We
always ask people to sing with us," said
Bernice Johnson Reagon, founder of
Sweet Honey, in a recent interview with
Down Beat Magazine.
Reagon founded the group in 1973 as
part of the D.C. Black Repertory Theatre
Company in Washington, D. C.
Reagon wanted to begin an a cappella
group, but the only people to show up at
the first rehearsal were four women.
They liked the sound they created, and
Sweet Honey in the Rock was formed.
The group's name comes from one of

the gospels they sing. The song tells the
story of a land that is so sweet the rocks
release streams of honey. For the
members, this song has coiiie to
symbolize black women -- strong with a
core of sweetness.

In the 14 years since its beginning
Sweet Honey has performed in colleges,

clubs, and churches and at festivals and
cultural events across the United States.
They have also appeared in England,
Scotland, Mexico, Ecuador, Germany,

Sweet Honey in the Rock will bring their unique brand of music to the UPS
Fieldhouse on Sunday, April 12. Tickets are only $4 for members of the UPS

Japan, and Canada. They also performed
at the United Nations Decade for Women
Conference in Nairobi, Kenya in 1985.
In the last 14 years, however, the
group has also had 20 different members.
The women of Sweet Honey perform
only on weekends because they also have
outside jobs. Their jobs and families
occasionally require them to move out of
the Washington, D.C. area. When this
happens, the group looks for new
members.
"When people go, we open up and fill
the space -- not the void -- and they make
their own contribution to the group,"
said Ysaye Maria Barnwell, another
original group member, in an interview
with the Oakland, California Tribune.
The group is currently made up of
Reagon, Barnweil, Evelyn Maria Harris,
Aisha Kahlil, and Nitanju Bolade, along
with a sixth, non-singing member,
Shirley Childress Johnson, who extends
the performance to the hearing impaired
through sign language.
Sweet Honey has also released six
alubums, "Sweet Honey in the Rock"
(Flying Fish, 1976), "B'lieve I'll Run
On ... See What the End's Gonna Be"
(Redwood Records, 1978), "Good News"
(Flying Fish, 1982), "We All... Every
one of Us" (Flying Fish, 1983), and
their two most recent albums, "Feel
Something Drawing Me On" and "The
Other Side," both released in 1985 under
the Flying Fish label.

Community.

Pass the popcorn, Marvin

Campus keyed up for

UPS Foolish Pleasures
By David Harlan
"Look, Joe, up in the sky, It's a
searchlight. Let's go see where it's
coming from."
"Okay, Jane... I think it's in the
direction of the UPS Student Union
Building. Let's go."
On the evening of Friday April 10, all
you Janes and Joes out there can follow
the searchlight to the front of the Union
for the start of a night of fun-filled
frivolous festivities at the largest
Super-8 film festival in the world,
Foolish Pleasures 1987.
The event begins at 8:15 with the
traditionally bizarre parade of stars.
Following that, the crowd will be
ushered in to the Great Hall for the
performance of Seattle comedian Greg
Wingo at 8:45. Finally, at 9:00, the
films will begin
"We have some good films this year,"
said Mary Simpson, Director of Campus

Films and coordinator of the event.
This year film titles include: "Demon
Lemons from Hell;" "Road Pizza III, the
Golden Crust Years" and "Star Trek, The
Color Post Maneuver." Hopefully, the
films will measure up to these rather
creative titles.
Student participation has been very
high this year. '25 groups signed up; 21
films were shot," said Simpson, "at least
19 will be shown."
"It's hard to get so many people on the
UPS campus so keyed up for one event,"
commented Simpson.
According to Simpson, each group
worked 5 to 7 hours filming, 2 to 3
hours editing and at least 3 hours
recording a sound track. "For all the
effort these groups put in," commented
Simpson, "they sure have a heck of a lot
of fun."
"But, Jane, how do we know these
weirdos had fun?"
"Just watch the films, Joe, you'll see.

KUPS TOP 12 1/2
for the week ending 4/5/87
LI T his
6.
HuskerDü
3.
Juan Cope
2.
KilUng Joke
1.
U2
5. Pure Joy
8.
Soundtrack
7. XTC
NEW
Los Lobos
12.
Siousxie and the Banchees
NEW
The Mission
NEW
Hunters and Collectors
NEW
Albert Collins
NEW 1/2 Cocteau Twins

iftiQ
Warehouse: Songs & Stories
St. Julian
Brighter Than A Thousand Sun
The Joshua Tree
Pure Joy (ep)
Some Kind of Wonderful
Dear God (12")
Bythe Light of the Moon
Through the Looking Glass
God's Own Medicine
The Living Daylights (ep)
Cold Snap
Love's Easy Tears (12")

Campus Rims Presents:

Lost in America
A Los Angeles adman decides he wants more
out of life, so he packs up his car and follows
the lead of the movie Easy Rider.
Sat 6:00,8:30 & 11 Sun 6:00 & 8:30 Mc006

JO
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Expand your horizonswith a foreign language
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Seattle Taiko, with their Japanese drumming, will be a highlight of this year's Foreign Language Week. They will play
Tuesday at 7:15pm in the Rotunda.

Language Week events
9TH & MILDRED ST. V
IN NARROWS PLAZA

LI

MICHAEL J. FOX
There's no such thing
as an overnight success.

MONDAY APRIL 13 (French Day)
Dr. Leonard Pronko presents Theater Language East and West.
8pm; Jacobsen Recital Hall.
French eating in the U.S.A. Haute cuisine will be served in the Great
Hall.

Brantley Foster took
two weeks.

[1

TUESDAY, APRIL 14 (Chinese/Japanese Day)
Eleanor Watton presents A Chinese Experience. 3:15pm-4pm;
Thompson 324.
Seattle Taiko drums up a good time. 7:15pm; Rotunda.
Taiwanese film Growing Up. English subtitles will help one follow the
story. 8:30pm-10:30pm; McIntyre 006.
All in the Great Hall will feast on Japanese food.

•

ii:

Each year, the Department of Foreign Languages and Literature presents an
exciting week of cultural events for the UPS community. This year's scheduled
events offer something for all: ranging from film to music to lecture. As usual,
the food served in the Great Hall will follow the theme of Foreign Language Week,
with the cuisine from a different country being featured each night.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15 (Spanish Day)

SECRET OF ivrv.

The Pagan Temptation

!SUCCIms

A Spanish film, Los

•

in Spanish and French Renaissance Poetry

will be presented by Scott Bentley and Dan Clouse. 12pm; Library
134.
A French film, La Nuit De Varennes, will be shown. English
subtitles. 4pm; Library 017.

santos

inocentes.

The

Holy

Innocents.

English subtitles. 7pm; Library 017.
Spanish food will delight all who eat in the Union tonight.

*

•

RASTAR "XODLICTAI)N A HERBERT ROSS
. THE SECRET OF MY SUCCESS" • HELEN SLATER • RICHARD JORDAN • MARGARET WHITTON.
• SCREENPLAY BY JIM CASH & JACK EPPS, JL AND Al CAROTHERS n STORY BY AJ CAROTHERS.
MUSIC BY DAVID FOSTER • EXECUTIVE PRODUCER DAVID CHASMAN • PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY HERIERT ROSS
Rom

I "'" RrYJYVJ

RSR

Ir

______
565.7000

NARROWS PLAZA 8
I,,M,

[113-13PAMNTs5TI'ONiLTCAUT1ONLll

L

SA,A

DQ1P

I

AUNIVERSALPicture

OPENS FRIDAY, APRIL 10th
AMC Narrows Plaza 8
565-7000

THURSDAY, APRIL 16 (German Day)
Heidi Rauscher Tilghman (University of Washington) will talk
on Young Viennese in Old Vienna or How to Spend a Day with a
Cup of Coffee. 4pm; Library 214
The film Nordsee ist Mordsee will be shown. English subtitles will
help one understand this fascinating film.
An inspired German dinner will be served in the Union.
FRIDAY, APRIL 17
The climax of the week, The Foreign Language Festival, will be
performed. Skits, songs and good times for all. 7:30pm; Jacobsen Recital Hall.
Chinese food to be served in the Union.
ALL EVENTS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO ALL. FOR MORE
INFORMATION, CALL 756-3186.
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By Katie de Gutes

Graffiti.
You know we all think la bc
but that's about the extent

You couki never do anything'
it being vandalsim and all?

(4b

A 111*N

Well, I suppose. But in the

years graffiti has emerged
veritable art form. From nir
subway walls to initials furt
described on a freeway over
graffiti has become the expre

genre of the 80's.
Far more than just "John
Mary," the graffiti of tJF
ranges from the extre

conservative to the sexist t

radical left.
Most often an intellectual fc
graffiti is no longer for i
vandals. Bathroom wall pet
prolific but, equally, ty
clandestine. Could you imagin
shame of being escorted
Nordstroms or Fredrick
Nelsons or your favorite bar?

*1
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crime, writing on the walls (Oh, the
shame of telling your mother.).
The Engine House is well known
to UPS students. The beer is cold,
the atmosphere good. Unknown,
however, to legionsi.nderage,
forced to stand peering through the
windows, is why everyone
emerges from t h e
bathroom --- smiling.
The Wall Of Fame, of course.
No, not the Hall of Fame, the Wall
of Fame. Perhaps even more than
the beer and camaraderie, the Wall
of Fame has made the Engine
House an historical landmark.
Well, maybe it isn't registered
with the Washington State
Historical Society, but, UPS
students consider the Wall of Fame
an historical landmark.
I took some shots (pictures and
otherwise) of the Wall of Fame.
Pictures of the political, the sexist,
and the sexually vulgar. The real
test is to guess from which
bathroom the pictures came.
(Answers next week.)

"
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Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Adhesive
substance
6 Domain
11 Be unsteady
12 Tavern
14 Three-toed
sloth
15 Distance
measure

a

17 Grip in teeth
18 Doctrine
20 Customs
23 That woman
24 Despoil
26 Evaluates
28 Revised: abbr.
29 Breathe loudly
in sleep
31 Annoys
33 Scorch

36 Gratified
39 Memoranda
42 Roman 51
43 Rips
45 Gull-like bird
46 Printer's
measure: p1.
48 Freshet
50 Fish eggs
51 Footless
53 Partner
55 Prefix: down
56 Expand
59 Trade
61 Giver of gift
62 Fragment

...•• M•UU

..•

ummmu Emmmumm
Emma
ummmu Emmm
•• ummmu umg
.

_.•

.

ummmm

DOWN
1 Venom
2 Near
3 Pigpen
4 Athletic group
5 Mistake
6 Rupees: abbr.
7 Babylonian
deity
8 Priest's
vestment
9 Girl's name
10 Parent
11 Caudal
appendages
13 Wants
16 Colorless
19 Antlered animal
21 Short jacket
22 Surgical thread
25 Pay the check
for another
27 Discharge a gun
30 Mollifies
32 Go in
34 Harvest
36 Beg
37 Pellucid
38 Apothecary's
weight
40 Worn away
41 Scoff
44 Pierces
47 Piece for one
49 Greenland
settlement
52 Mr. Rather
54 Sin
57 As far as
58 Teutonic deity
60 Symbol for
tellurium

Will wonders never cease--Take the opportunity to view a true
phenomenon occuring in Dick Fritz's (the Dickster) kitchen. The
newest fad on campus is pop mixing--like Cherry Slice and Pepsi;
Cherry Slice and diet Pepsi; Cherry Slice, Diet Pepsi and Pepsi; 7-Up
and Cherry Slice; 7-UP and Sunkist; and Pepsi and Lemon Crystal
Geyser. To date the Pepsi-Cherry Slice mix is in first place.
>> >> >> >>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>> >> >>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> >>>> >>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> >> >> >>)*)'>>> >> >> >>>>>>>>>>

On the subject of the Dickster--you know the meal plan
doesn't work when college students start carrying lunch boxes. It's
true--look around the Rotunda some day at noon. "At first I was
embarassed," said one student "But then I just explained I had to
carry a lunch box--Dick won't let me buy anymore points.

*

>> >>>> >> >> >>>)'>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>> >>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>)'> >>>)>>>>>>>> >> >>>)>>>>>> >>

Shocking? Apalling? True?--It seems (oh, I shudder to even
recount this story) Independents are (can it be true) frequenting
tanning booths. The greeks are equally appalled as they must now
make, urn, reservations a week in advance. Their solution--Mazatlan.
No more dke and bake for them.

® 1984 United Feature Syndicate
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FOR ALL YOU
MATH MAJORS
66oz Glass= $4.00
$1,00 Refill
=

Holds nearly SIX

12o z
coni
ta nE
of 11'quid
liter glass glass
= $2.00
= $1.50
=refill 500 = 025 refill

Only at UPS--I suppose when you have a student body complete
with their own mutual funds, stocks, and T-Bills it would seem only
natural--what I overheard, I mean. "Well, you better decide," the
student said in all seriousness. "You don't even have all your credit
cards in the same name." OhMyGod! I am s000 sure.
>> >> >>>> >> >> >> >>>>>> >> >>)'> >> >>>> >>>> >> >>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>> >>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Those funky marks on Thompson--certainly spark

conversation. I'll admit, I've certainly wondered what they
mean--something to do with science, I'd imagine. But, according to
one astronomy student the marks "don't really have anything to do
with science, they're a tribute to Satan." Hmm, sounds like
television evangelism has fmally won a soul.
>> >> >>>> >> >> >> >>>> >> >> >>>>>>>>>> >> >>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> >> >> >>>>>> >> >> >>>> >)'>>>> >> >>>>>>>>>>>>

Much ado about--President Reagan will be speaking at Purdue
University tonight. While some groups on campus are excited about
his arrival, others are preparing to protest him. One political science
professor told his graduate level students, "I don't know why
everyone's making such a big deal out of this. It's not like it's the
Grateful Dead or anything 1ike that." Activist groups on campus
hadn't made up their minds as to whether or not they were going to
protest when they were contacted by the Secret Service. Students
were told protesting with placards and banners was fine, although
signs could not be on sticks (As if anyone with half a brain would try
to assassinate the President by beating him to death with a stick.).
Students were also told that personal bags, such as back packs and
purses would not be allowed, presumably because they could conceal
sticks for signs.

--Katie de Gutes
>>>>>>>> >> >>>>>>>>)'> >> >>>>>>>> >> >>>> >> >> >> >> >>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>> >> >>>>>)'>>>>>>>>>>>>>)'>>>>
CDC to begin survey

Ce1ir
ONT UJ
STTRO FOAJI CUP

\fl

11

The career development center(CDC) is taking a random survey of the student body.
The survey is designed to help the career development center serve the students more
effectively.
"The main idea behind doing a survey of students, and trying to get as many things
as possible, was to determine what students perceive as their career needs. There are
trained professionals working in the office that have background experience in career
planning and development. But even so, the only way to be really sure that you are
meeting the needs of students is to get some feedback from the students," said Jim
Friederich.

*
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Loggers rally a 10= win

4

-

-

Second baseman, Mait Quick, is surrounded by cheering teammates after running
in from his three-run homer. The hit by Quick gained the win for the Loggers
against Concordia College on Saturday.

9

SAVE

$3.00

~~

%.Op
o- rle,

ON ANY
THICK CRUST
PLUS 2 ITEMS
16" PIZZA
Was $12.00 Now $9.00

The UPS baseball team was busy last
weekend, playing four games against
Concordia College. It was also a
successful weekend as the Loggers won
two of the four games and had some
outstanding play as well.
On Saturday the team travelled to
Portland to play a doubleheader against
Concordia. Though the team lost the
second game, they had an impressive
victory, 10-9, in the first game. !unior
third baseman, Mark McDonaid, was
outstanding, batting 4 for 4 with 3
doubles and a homerun. McDonald is
having an impressive season, leading the
team in RBI's with 15 and following
Matt Quick in hits with 17. Darrell
Nakano evened out his NAIA win-loss
record to 2-2 with the win, Brett Fritts
earned the save.
The action returned to Tacoma on
Sunday when Concordia Collece
travelled to UPS. The first game proved
to be quite exciting for both the players
and the fans. By the seventh inning, the
Logger's were in the hole 9-3. However,
all was not lost. The Loggers rallied to
score 7 runs in the bottom of the seventh
inning.
The comeback was led by freshman
Dave Fisher, who had a pinch hit for 2
RBI's, and Quick, who had a three run
home run.
-

-

see BASEBALL page 13

J\fr

Vim

Golf

Scores improve
By Melisse Swartwood
The UPS golf team came from a
Community College tournament in
Spanaway last week with improved
scores. About twelve teams participated
in the tournament.
"I think we did pretty well," said Greg
Gerson, team captain. "Derek Swanson
had a good score the second day, he shot
a 72." The par for the day was 76.
Today and on Friday the team will
play in the Central Washington
University Invitational. There they will
meet teams from Western Washington
University, Whitman, and other area
schools.
The golfers who will play are #1 Greg
Gerson, #2 Derek Swanson. #3 Matt
Cowen, and #4 Ron Ball.
"We are looking at getting better this
year. A lot of the players are freshmen,
it's their first time to play in college
tournaments," said Gerson. "The team is
gaining experience."

Phone
Name

I

-

-

-
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4/23/87

EXP

ONE COUPON PEP PIZZA
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

PROSITO

-

SAVE
$2.00

Italian
Cuisine

ON ANY
2 ITEM 16" PIZZA
Was $10.50 Now $8.50
-

Additional Items $1 .50

A

Phone
Name

ANY ONE ITEM

You Qualify For a
Weekend of Music, Dancing, and Fun
AT

12" PIZZA ONLY

Prosito Italian Restaurant

ONE COUPON PEP PIZZA
-

-

-

-

EXP.
-

-

-
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-
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4t23/87
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-
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$4.25
PLUS ONE
FREE 32 OZ. POP

TIIth IM1y mm dl

icd1y g3430

GOOD LUNCH ONLY

11 a.m.
Monday

-

-

3 p.m.

2$ Cover

Fnday

Phone
Name
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

LIMITED DELIVERY AREAS
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4/23/87
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UPS DOMINATES
By Rob Huff

Football

Training perfect playerS

weeks before their season opener against
the Alumni,
On the outlook for next season, the
Loggers will be missing most of their
starting offensive line and some of their defensive starters but Hjelseth pointed
out that there is an excellent crop of
juniors, sophomores, and freshmen
ready to fill in those spots. Depth will U
be a concern; however, the success of
this year's recruiting should help solve
the problem.
After spending a while with Coach
Hjelseth, one can sense his enthusiasm
and positiveness with the Logger
football program. I'm not knocking the
football eras of Paul Wallrof and Ron
Simonson, they had many excellent
teams, but Hjelseth's team is on the road
to becoming the top small college
football program in the Northwest and in
UPS history in terms of academics,
committment, organization, and talent.
Fans, stay tuned for the promising 1987
season.

By Laura Edwards

"Let's get it right the first time!"
hollered football Head Coach Ross
Hjelseth of his philosophy as he watched
his players participate in speed drills at
the fieldhouse. The odor of sweat,
noises of lungs sucking for air, and the
slaps of high fives filled the gym last
Tuesday afternoon as the Logger football
team had their hour long running
program. This workout was a part of
the spring's offseason training program
for all the football players as they
prepare for the next fall's football season.
Coach Hjelseth's philosophy, 'Do it
right the first time," clearly applies to
the team as they performed each task
with near perfection and with 100%
effort. The tasks include stretching,
sprinting, seat rolls, and other strenous
exercises.
Since January, the team has been lifting
weights three times a week and doing
speed drills twice a week. As for the
speed drills, Coach Hjelseth said that
emphasis is put on strenuous footspeed
drills and sprints to improve the team's
spe&L
"We run our behinds off," remarked
junior Ron Cardwell when asked about
the speed program.
This off season training will continue
until the last day of classes. They will
resume workouts on August 24th, three

•

I

•
For Help in
Pregnancy
'
Call PregnancyAid I
383-4100
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A UNIQUE SELECTION OF

I

ADULT BOOKS
10

MAGAZINES, VIDEOS
& NOVELTIES

10P111

SAT

8 CHANNEL VIDEO BOOTHS
VIDEO TAPE SALES & RENTALS
BETA & VHS JOIN OUR VIDEO CLUB
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ELMO'S BOOKS
Tocoi,,o

373-0551! 272-6613
338 CALLOW N

1350 PACIFIC AV
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Tocono

1582-3329
3922 100TH SW
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Dorri's Typing

&

Editing Service
Typing: $11 page
Editing: $5! hour
Dorri Heroux, B.S., MS.
Phone 472-2823
5228 S Park Ave
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The Central Washington University
Invitational was a story of domination
on the part of the UPS women's track
team. Last weekend in Ellensburg, the
team ran away with ten first-place
finishes. Meanwhile, the Logger men
tallied three first-place finishes.
On the women's squad, standout
performances were logged by Patricia
Perry in the javelin. Perry's throw of
149-2 was a personal best and qualified
her for nationals. Mary Kusler was also a
standout as she won both the 100 meter
and 400 meter hurdles, and placed in two
other individual events.
The men's team had an impressive
1-2-3 sweep in the 400 meter led by
Tracy Daugherty as well as a 1-4-6
placing in the 200 meter, once again led
by Daugherty. In other highlights, the

Logger men posted a first in the 1600
meter relay.
Next on the agenda for the Loggers is
the Western Washington Invite in
Bellingham, Washington on this
weekend. Five regular season vents
remain on the schedule for UPS,
including the J.D. Shotwell Invite to be
held at Baker Stadium on April 25.
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o ruwxs ui Chicken,
(8-PC. PACK)

Get 8 Pieces of Chicken

FREE
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DELIVERY AREA
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Drive-Thru Window
HOURS:
10:30 A.M. - 11 RM.
Monday Saturday
1

•

10 RM. Sunday

You must come to the store
for this offer

*
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at 6th & Division
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CREh)
In crew action this Saturday will be the
Daffodil Regatta. Since there is no water
source directly on campus for a regatta to
occur all of the home regattas for the
UPS crew team are held on American
Lake.
The regatta will begin at 9am
Saturday. If you want to cheer the
Loggers on, the directions to American
Lake from UPS are as follows:
Take 1-5 south to the Camp
Murray/Madigan Hospital exit (DO NOT
take the American Lake exit). Turn right
and drive over the train tracks. Make a
quick left into Camp Murray/
Washington National Guard. Take a
quick right on Washington Lane and
follow this road trhough to the gravel
road and on into the clearing where you
can park. The boathouse is down the
hill on the lake.

Baseball
continued from page 11
The second game of the doubleheader
was not as successful, with the Loggers
picking up the loss, 8-6. Though the
Loggers attempted another comeback in
the bottom of the seventh, they fell two
runs short.
The team has been on an upswing
lately, winning 4 of their last 7 games.

- Sports in Brief
Track team qualities in ElJensburg This past weekend while the track
team participated in the Central Washington Invitational several members
qualified for the NAIA National Track and Field Championships. Saturday
Patricia Perry set a school record and went beyond qualifying in the javelin throw
with a 1492' toss. Amy O'Herin qualified in both the shot put and the discus.
Doing well for the men's team are Tracy Daugherty and Paul Hospenthal, both
runners of the 400 meters. This weekend the team travels to Western
Washington for a meet Saturday. In attendance will be 18 universites and club
teams. Most of the NAJA District I teams will be there as well as a few schools
from Oregon.
Lo2ers sDlit weekend wins with Concordia: In the four baseball
games that UPS played this past weekend they were able to take two wins. On
Saturday while the team was in Portland, they were able to take the first game
10-9 with the 3 doubles and a home run by Mark McDonald. The second game
resulted in a loss for the Loggers. On Sunday the Loggers came home for
doubleheader action against Concordia. The first game was again won by the
Loggers 10-9. This time it was a three-run homer by Matt Quick that wrapped
up the win for the Loggers. During the second game the team fell short of the
needed runs to take the sweep. Concordia went home with the win 8-6. Today
the team hosts the College of Idaho to doubleheader action at 1 pm. This
weekend the team travels to Whitworth College for a pair of doubles Saturday
and Sunday. The team will be home again on Wednesday for a doubleheader
against Central Washington starting at 1 pm.
Softball 4-2 in the '87 season: In softball action this weekend the
Loggers split with Linfield College. In the first game the Wildcats won 10-2.
During the second game UPS held Lindfield to zero runs and won 8-0. Kristin
Said pitched the win for the Loggers. Said was also backed up by good, error
free defense. Both Laurie Gillespie and Michelle Joy have a .550 average for the
season. This weekend the team will travel to Forest Grove, OR for the Pacific
Tournament.
Women's tennis team 9-1: This UPS women's tennis team had a
successful weekend gaining 3 wins against Eastern Washington, Gonzaga, and
Washington State. Against Eastern and Gonzaga the Loggers took a 9-0 win.
Up against Western UPS won by a 6-3 margin. As far as the NAIA season goes
the Loggers have not lost a match yet this season. On Saturday the women host
Whitman College at 9 am.
Two wins for the UPS men's tennis team: Over the past weekend the
Loggers were able to defeat Eastern Washington 5-4 and Gonzaga 9-0. The
Loggers did gain one loss as they faced Washington State, who took the win 8-1.
The over all record for the men so far in the '87 season is 7-5.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS. NOW HIRING.

Summer. Careers. Excellent pay
and world travel. For informaiton call
206-736-0775 ext. 557E.

K EXECUTIVE
SUPPORT

1J SYSTEMS

TYPING
WORD
PROCESSING

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

UPS golf nlaces 7th out of 10 at Green River: In the two day
competition at the Green River Invitational the Loggers were able to finish 7th,
Western Washington took the top honors. The top golfers for the Loggers were
Greg Gerson (161), Derek Swanson (164), and Lisa Stauffer (175). This
weekend the squad heads for more two day action, this time in Ellensburg for the
Central Washington Invitational.

This week in UPS soorts
Thurs:
Thurs-Fri:
Fri:
Fri-Sun:
Sat:
Sat-Sun:
Wed

BASEBALL VS. COLLEGE OF IDAHO Home 12 pm
Golf - CWU Invitational
Away
1 pm
WOMEN'S TENNIS VS. WHITMAN
Home 9 am
Softball at Pacific Tournament (PU)
Away
TBA
Track -WWIJ Invitational
Away
11 am
CREW - DAFFODIL REGAYFA
Home 8 am
Baseball vs Whitworth
Away
12 pm
BASEBALL VS. CWU
Home 1 pm

Pick-up And Delivery Available
call BOBBI

ph. .272-6651

7406 27th st. W. Tacoma

College students earn
$6 — $10 per hour working
part—time on campus.
For more info call
1-800-93270528.

ACTIVIST
Start a career in social change. Work at the grassroots to
fight unfair health care costs. Washington Fair Share is
winning legislative campaigns and developing a staff for
the '88 elections. We train in grassroots fundraising,
organizing, and leadership. $195-250 per week plus
benifits, excellent training and national travel opportunites.
Part-time also availabel.
CALL 329-9764 Seattle
272-1127 Tacoma

Intramural Softball
Standings
Team

Wins

Los ses

2
0
0
2
1
0
0

0
1
2
0
1
2
1

Power Hitter
2
Gamma Phi Batters 1
Kappas
0
Screaming Kats
0

0
1
1
1

Men's Gold league
Mariners
Full 5 hankers
Bad Catch
Seamen
Love Handles
SAE Strikeouts
Coon-like Dogs
Women's Gold league

Co-Ed Gold league
Seamen Plus
The Therapists
Wiff
Batters
TheBats

3
1
2
1
0

0
2
2
2
3

1
0
3
1
2
1

1
3
0
1
1
2

3
4
1
1
1
1
3
1

1
0
3
3
3

Co-Ed Green league
Popups
Swingers
HangLoose
Dana's Dongers
Lucky Strikes
The Outfield
Men's Green league
E-6
SAE Sluggers
Vero Beach
likes Wallbangers
K-Kings
Schmidt Faced
Half Shanks
Regals

2

1
3

Intramural Soccer
Standings

Irn

Wins Losses

Co-Ed league
Trivial Pursuit
Sure Shines
SAE[FTO
Dr. Toe Print
Dynamo F. C.
DUYN Intruntion
Kickers

1
1
0
2
0
1
1

1
1
1
0
2
1
0

2
Spotted Balls
2
F.C. Lithuania
1
Woogies
Jerry's Kids
0
Dean's List
0
May I Have Another I
Kiclhonkies
0
The Cosmos
0
1
Tools of Thunder

1
0
0
0
0
I
2
2
0

Men's league

tie
tie
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Wake up, ASUPS
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Staff Editorial
Good morning, Ken.
OK, it's not morning. It's rather late. Budget hearings are any minute
now. The new media heads, who've known about their jobs since all of
last Friday afternoon, are scrambling like crazy to get ready for these
hearings. Oh, boy, we're happy.
We are curious as to why the budget process is taking place for new
media heads less than a week after their appointment, a scant two days
after the media heads were announced to senate. Why were they not told
about the upcoming process? Why were the memos informing the media
heads of the time of the meetings not distributed until the day before the
process?
We don't know the answers to these questions. We are hoping that
sometime in the next week the answers will be shared with the interested
parties. What we do know is that it points to an oversight on the part of
the newly elected vice president. Nonetheless, it is all water under the
bridge now, and we are looking forward to yet another series of budget
hearings.
But what will those hearings yield? As all ASUPS funded groups pull
together last minute figures, and think through their logical arguments
for receiving the amount cf money requested, there is an air of
expectancy about campus. The carryings on of the next few weeks could
start to resemble a game show. Everyone is hoping their price is right.
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By Amy Driskell

Rights abused at UTS
By Amy Stephenson
Let's abandon for the moment the question of whether Senator Melisse Swartwood
was grossly negligent when she left a ballot box unattended for 15 minutes on
election day in February.
And let's also abandon the question of whether the impeachment proceedin,
initiated against her were motivated by a concern forjustice and fairness or a penchant
for vindictiveness and pettiness.
Those questions have already had some play. Let's consider instead the question of
whether the proceedings of her hearing before the Honor Court were fair and just.
For these purposes, the story did not begin when she left the box unattended at the
end of February, nor did it begin when the question of her impeachment for that and
other lapses of senatorial duty was discussed in senate informal. It began last Tuesday
when she received a letter saying she was to appear Thursday evening to answer to
charges brought against her.
Sure, Melisse knew the essence of the arguments against her. She admitted in a
letter to the senate and to the Trail that she left the box unattended. But Tuesday's
letter didn't say the prosecuting individuals wanted to prove she had left the box or
nglected projects, it said she was to appear to "defend herself against charges."
What charges? Good question. Nothing substantial was on paper, and if she was to
base her defense on what had been discussed aloud she would have had to prepare to
answer any number of accusations, ranging from the severe to the ridiculous.
So she came to the hearing planning to ask for a postponement, because by
Thursday afternoon she still hadn't received any written explanation of "charges."
No postponement was granted. She, the prosecutors, the Honor Court, and various
and sundry witnesses underwent a total of six hours of testimony and deliberation
before the court finally threw the case out.
Now in the real world this would not have transpired the way it did. Not just
because real courts have real courtrooms instead of library classrooms, or because real
defendants can hire lawyers to speak for them, or because real trials would not begin at
5pm on a Thursday evening and conclude at 11pm. It would be different because in the
real world defendants have the right to know what they are being charged with, and
thereby have time to prepare to answer those charges.
What kind of preparation for the U.S. judicial system is a court and prosecuting
system that allows such a breach of Constitutional rights? We may not think we are
in "the real world," but our Constitutional rights do not, as the Justice said so many
years ago, stop at the schoolhouse door. Honor Court has real disciplinary potential
and should be taken seriously by those in it or working with it, at least seriously
enough to insure that rights are aot violated. If offenders are to be prosecuted, they
must be told why.
Some might argue that the proceedings went as they did because of the individuals
involved, that if it had been anyone else prosecution would have been different. I think
ihats an even worse abuse of justice, which cannot work at all if it can be suspended
for "special" individuals. One way or another, rights have been breached. Let's not let

I don't know what the rest of you Bohemians think, but there's no
place I'd rather be than pouring my life's blood into one of the
mind-altering machines in the Rendezvous. Passing by the
Rendezvous, and especially on Trail production night, I am
mysteriously drawn into the room, and in a trancelike state, I put
quarter after quarter into the games. What enjoyment!
see LIZARD page 15
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A vicious rumor has been circulating that we are desirous of living
in the Phibbs's basement.
This isn't true, even though we're sure no blueberry pie will be
served.
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Lizard
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continued from page 14

Where else is such adrenalin-packed entertainment offered for such
a low price? Quite a bargain, unless it becomes, as unfortunately it
often does, an ADDICTION. But it's a fairly harmless one, at least
it's not health-affecting, except for the Vitamin-D deficiency caused
by lack of exposure to sunlight. And who minds pasty skin in
Washington?
The atmosphere in this room is electric. Battle-hardened
mercenaries and skilled journeymen ply their trades on challenging
Satan-inhabited wonders of technology. The Spy Hunter warbles the
melodious strains of "Peter Gunn." The man in the World Series
game shouts "Strike!" and "Foul Ball!" These machines talk, they can
befriends.
And many wights consider them so, myself included. We spend all
our spare time interfacing with the games. A big weekend is breaking
two million on Sorcerer. If it weren't for school, we'd spend every
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There's just nothing like a hot round of Grand Lizard to get one
revving. The crazed baboon screeches and threatening dragon roars
create an ambiance of urgency, whilst the mesmerizing freneiic
hip-thrusting jungle beat irrevocably links mind with lizard. It keeps
you coming back for more and more. You just can't get enough.
O.K., I'll admit it, I'm a thrall of the master dragon of Grand Lizard.
But I'm not alone.
A day without Grand Lizard is a harbinger of doom. True converts
to the shrine of the lizard hit rock-bottom depression after two hours,
at the outmost, away from their god. Imagine the misery created by
power failure, or worse, damage to the deity itself. Last week, the
acolytes of the temple of the master reptile were shocked into hysteria
by the temporary demise of the lizard. OUT OF ORDER.
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Letters to the editor
All right,
KUPS!

The April 4th concert in the Great
Hall provided an excellent cross section
of the new music scene in Tacoma and
Seattle. Aside from the collosal
enjoyment that the moderate throng of
students and local punks/hipsters
wallowed in and slammed with, there
was a quality exuded from the performers
that represents the finest of local new
music.
Bands of various aspirations and
potentials were brought to our fortunate
campus and with them came the music
and equally important, the people from
the community in which w dwell,
which, for the most part, remains foreign
to us.
UPS in general and KUPS in
particular should be proud that it can
host the forefront of truly exciting rock
and simultaneously, enjoyably mingle

with exciting people of all ages who live
in the area that hosts UPS (a mini
community).
David Inglis

Expert likes
play reviews
I would normally not bother to
respond to a letter written to the editor
by someone who appears functionally
illiterate. And yet, when this person,
who is obviously only qualified to write
letters rife with grammatical blunders and
in a style that reminds me of when I used
to write with a crayon, has the audacity
to contend that the theater critics
employed by The Trail are not qualified
to review plays, I feel obligated to
comment. And yet, I am not certain that
I am qualified to do so: I am only an
expert on German literature, more
specifically on German expressionist
literature, that is, really only on Ernst

Barlach, I mean his prose works, to be Eco, that most profound semiotician
exact on his last novel, and then again I who has chosen also to write for a wider
suppose only the main character -- or audience, I sign this letter,
something like that.
Name withheld by request
Rich Underhill writes extremely well
(I especially like a number of the words
and expressions he uses to describe recent
record releases -- oops, is he an expert in
music? Should he take a class in theory,
or should he just be able to play the
guitar?), and since he majors in literature
KUPS deserves many thanks for last
at UPS, he is as well qualified as any
student to interpret a play (was it
Saturday's great dance. They took a
performed by professionals or merely by significant risk bringing in unheard
amateurs?)!
music but their judgement proved sound;
each of the diverse bands evoked a
In short, actors do not necessarily
positive (if not wild) response from the
make good theater critics; in fact, I can
audience.
Pure Joy fulfilled its namesake.
think of no actor who writes for
Thanks again, KUPS. See you at the
scholarly publications concerned with the
Wallets.
art of dramatic performance. Oh, Bill
Funt, please do not take my criticism of
Steve Bovingdon
your letter personally. I do realize that
Lost: a man's gold ring, garnet inset,
you are not an editorial expert (noun
compounding).
family crest. Reward offered. Call Chris
Following in the tradition of Umberto

KUPS gets
joyful cheer

E
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